Solid IT solutions and reliable support
equal a better business all round.

www.infotech.com.au

IT Design & Implementation
InfoTech Solutions creates IT
systems that deliver increased
reliability and productivity.

Example projects

Our specialty is designing and installing
intelligent infrastructure that optimises
your business’ digital function and drives
high performance.

Whether you want to start from scratch
with a new server system, organise remote
access or sync satellite offices, InfoTech
Solutions can equip any business with
corporate-level services.

We can devise the scope of the project,
source the necessary hardware and
software for you at competitive prices and
troubleshoot any teething problems.

• Server farm installation and maintenance

InfoTech’s technicians can activate your
standalone IT projects and see that
everything runs smoothly.

• Remote access roll-out
• Performance upgrades
• Sync satellite offices

How it works
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Identifying what you need
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Designing your project
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We talk through your business requirements to find out what kind of network and connectivity will
suit you best. We’ll figure out where improvements can be made in your current system and what your
long-term future business goals are. An initial discussion may be enough to determine what you need
or further fact-finding may be required. We may use network analysis software to give us an idea of
traffic and user volume.

Our team will create a network topology diagram supported by a comprehensive proposal. In most
cases, we will present several ‘back-up’ options based on availability, reliability, security and cost. A list
of pros and cons will be presented for each. This will give you all the information you need to make an
informed decision.

Planning your roll-out
Upgrading or transitioning to a new system requires careful planning to ensure minimal
disruption. Our roll-out plan will take into account the everyday functions of your business and
work around them as much as possible. We talk you through the plan, you give your feedback
and discuss dates for commencement.

Implementation complete
On the set date, our experienced engineers will carry out the plan efficiently and with minimal
downtime to your business. This includes triple-testing systems and answering any questions your
team may have.

A note on security and IP
Every InfoTech Solutions project must pass our strict in-house security tests before it reaches your premises.
Our career experts devise several back-up plans to clean data in case of corruption. Although we do everything we
can to avoid a security compromise, we responsibly presume that failure is inevitable and have action plans ready
to go if needed.

Longevity in the industry means we can handle every IT project or problem.
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